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**Candidate Statement**

One of the big draws that led me to join the UC Davis Library was the opportunity to collaborate with librarians across the UC system. I've worked on numerous UC-wide projects including UC Love Data Week and CKGs and greatly appreciate the relationships I've begun to build. I'm interested in serving as the LAUC Secretary not only to grow my own relationships with other campuses but also to help support and maintain the collaborative relationship that drew me to the UC system.

**Education**
Ph.D. Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, University of Oklahoma (2017)
M.S. Biology, Texas Christian University (2012)
B.S. Biology, Oklahoma Baptist University (2008)

**Professional Experience**
STEM Librarian (Biological Sciences), UC Davis (October 2022-present)
STEM Librarian (Health & Excercise Science, Chemistry, Psychology), University of Oklahoma Libraries (July 2018-September 2022)
Graduate Research Assistant, Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History Department of Recent Invertebrates (2013-2014)
Misc Teaching Assistant Positions, University of Oklahoma Department of Biology (2012-2017), Texas Christian University Department of Biology (2010-2012)
Senior Software Engineer, Duck Creek Technologies, (2008-2010)

**LAUC-D Service**
LAUC-D Executive Board
- Program Committee Chair (2023-Present)
- Program Committee Member (2022-2023)

**Other Relevant Service**
Chair of UCD Library DEI Committee (2024-present)
UC Love Data Week Co-Chair (2024-present)